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The Little Book of Pocket Spells - Akasha Moon 2018-09-18
Conjuring up love, success, health, and happiness, The Little Book of
Pocket Spells, has something for every situation. It offers an array of
practical tips for bringing those special essentials into your life. This
magical gem of a book will have you and others spellbound with its
sparkling spells and creative charms.
The Little Book of Magic Spells for Witches - MR Andrew Costello
2012-08-01
One of the few legitimate spell books ever published. This wonderful
little gem is the perfect introduction to magic.
Just Add Magic - Cindy Callaghan 2010-10-12
Take three friends. Add an old cookbook. Combine with cute boys and a
pinch of magic…and see what kind of chaos ensues! When Kelly Quinn
and her two BFFs discover a dusty old cookbook while cleaning out the
attic, the girls decide to try a few of the mysterious and supposedly
magical recipes that are inside. To their surprise, the Keep ’Em Quiet
Cobbler actually silences Kelly’s pesky little brother and the Hexberry

Tart puts a curse on mean girl Charlotte. Is it possible that the recipes
really are magic? Who wrote them and where did they come from? And
most importantly of all, when boys get involved, what kind of trouble are
the girls stirring up for themselves?
A Book of Magic for Young Magicians - Allan Zola Kronzek
1992-06-01
Explains how such techniques as misdirection, patter, repetition, and
routining are used by magicians in the performance of specific tricks.
The Magic of Reality - Richard Dawkins 2012-09-11
The best-selling author of The God Delusion and the artist of such awardwinning graphic novels as Wizard and Glass address key scientific
questions previously explained by rich mythologies, from the evolution of
the first humans and the life cycle of stars to the principles of a rainbow
and the origins of the universe. 150,000 first printing.
Magnetic Magic - Terry Catasús Jennings 2016-08-10
Dena loves using magnets to perform magic tricks for the kids at the
pool. When Enrique arrives in town, he doesn’t like that Dena is fooling
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the others. He gives her a century-old treasure map and Dena uses her
compass and tools to plot the location of the treasure. To her surprise,
the treasure is not where it should be! What could cause her compass to
lead her off course? When she discovers the answer, will Dena keep
fooling the other kids with magic tricks or will she help them learn about
magnetism and the earth’s shifting magnetic poles?
Small Magic - Terry Brooks 2021-03-02
Escape to worlds full of adventure and magic in the first-ever Terry
Brooks short-story collection, featuring both new and fan-favorite stories
from all three of his major literary worlds: Shannara, Magic Kingdom,
and The Word and the Void. Here are heroes fighting new battles and
struggling to conquer the ghosts of the past. Here are quests both small
and far reaching; heroism both intimate and vast. Here we learn of Garet
Jax’s childhood, see how Allanon first located Shea Ohmsford, and follow
an old wing-rider at the end of his life. Here we see Knights of the Word
fighting demons within and without, and witness Ben Holiday and his
daughter each trying to overcome the unique challenges that Landover
offers. This collection of eleven tales is a must-have addition to the Terry
Brooks canon—a delightful way to spend time with favorite characters,
and a wonderful reminder of what makes a Brooks story such a timeless
classic.
Crystal Magic - Madeline Freeman 2014-03-30
Krissa Barnette has a secret. When she’s upset, she can hear what other
people are thinking. And when she’s overwhelmed, things explode. A
move to Clearwater, Michigan, gives her the chance to reinvent herself,
but a fresh start is further away than she realizes. Her abilities
magnify—making her a target for Crystal Jamison and the town’s circle of
witches. Even with new friends at her side, Krissa can’t ignore the
witches’ magnetic pull—especially when a strange illness rips through
the town. If Krissa doesn’t push her fears aside, she could lose more than
control. Learning to wield magic could consume her. Ignoring her gift
could destroy the world. Wild Magic, Clearwater Witches #2, available
now. Praise for Crystal Magic: "Freeman brewed great characters with
an outstanding story concept and an unpredictable ending which

resulted in a marvelous read. I can't wait for book two!" - Rebecca Austin
"I found myself immersed in this story from the first page to the last. I
couldn't turn the page fast enough to find out what was next." - M Pollard
"Great read. Hard to put down." - Cherie Stephens "I absolutely loved
this book! It held my attention from the first chapter to the last, and I
couldn’t wait to find out what happened next. The ideas in the book were
great. There were a few times where I literally laughed out loud. I cannot
wait until the second book!" - Jodi Strand Google Subjects: magic,
witches, witchcraft, psychics, young adult, YA, high school, free,
paranormal, romance, YA paranormal books, YA paranormal fantasy, YA
paranormal romance series, series or anthology, series, YA magic,
fantasy and magic, YA coming of age, YA ebook, YA ebook free, free
ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen free book, YA urban
fantasy, YA witches, YA witch romance, YA witch series, teen magic, YA
paranormal fantasy, YA books free, YA free books, YA trilogy, YA urban
fantasy romance, free teen and young adult books, free teen books for
girls in high school, teen love triangle, teen novels for girls, paranormal,
psychics, paranormal fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult
fantasy, young adult teen, young adult witches, young adult witch
romance, free young adult fantasy and magic, magic, psychics, young
adult, YA, high school, college, paranormal, romance, YA paranormal
books, YA paranormal fantasy, YA paranormal romance series, series or
anthology, series, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA coming of age, YA
ebook, ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen book, YA urban
fantasy, YA super heroes, YA witch romance, YA action and adventure,
teen magic, YA paranormal fantasy, YA ebooks, YA books, YA trilogy, YA
saga, YA urban fantasy romance, teen and young adult books, teen books
for girls in high school, teen love triangle, teen novels for girls, YA for
adult women, paranormal, elf magic, elves, fay, fae, psychics, paranormal
fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult fantasy, young adult
fantasy romance, young adult teen, young adult folklore, young adult
clean romance, young adult fantasy and magic, free first in series, free
teenage girl books, free teenage books, free teenage romance books, free
teenage books, free teenage fiction books, free ya romance books, free ya
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romances
The Magic Misfits - Neil Patrick Harris 2017-11-21
A New York Times bestseller and USA Today bestselling book! From
award-winning actor Neil Patrick Harris comes the magical first book in
a new series with plenty of tricks up its sleeve. When street magician
Carter runs away, he never expects to find friends and magic in a sleepy
New England town. But like any good trick, things change instantly as
greedy B.B. Bosso and his crew of crooked carnies arrive to steal
anything and everything they can get their sticky fingers on. After a
fateful encounter with the local purveyor of illusion, Dante Vernon,
Carter teams up with five other like-minded illusionists. Together, using
both teamwork and magic, they'll set out to save the town of Mineral
Wells from Bosso's villainous clutches. These six Magic Misfits will soon
discover adventure, friendship, and their own self-worth in this delightful
new series. (Psst. Hey, you! Yes, you! Congratulations on reading this
far. As a reward, I'll let you in on a little secret... This book isn't just a
book. It's a treasure trove of secrets and ciphers and codes and even
tricks. Keep your eyes peeled and you'll discover more than just a story-you'll learn how to make your own magic!)
The Magic Words: Writing Great Books for Children and Young Adults Cheryl Klein 2016-09-06
This master class in writing children’s and young adult novels will teach
you everything you need to know to write and publish a great book. The
best children’s and young adult novels take readers on wonderful
outward adventures and stirring inward journeys. In The Magic Words,
editor Cheryl B. Klein guides writers on an enjoyable and practicalminded voyage of their own, from developing a saleable premise for a
novel to finding a dream agent. She delves deep into the major elements
of fiction—intention, character, plot, and voice—while addressing
important topics like diversity, world-building, and the differences
between middle-grade and YA novels. In addition, the book’s exercises,
questions, and straightforward rules of thumb help writers apply these
insights to their own creative works. With its generous tone and useful
tools for story analysis and revision, The Magic Words is an essential

handbook for writers of children’s and young adult fiction.
Practical Magic - Alice Hoffman 2003-08-05
*25th Anniversary Edition*—with an Introduction by the Author! The
Owens sisters confront the challenges of life and love in this bewitching
novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Rules of Magic,
Magic Lessons, and The Book of Magic. For more than two hundred
years, the Owens women have been blamed for everything that has gone
wrong in their Massachusetts town. Gillian and Sally have endured that
fate as well: as children, the sisters were forever outsiders, taunted,
talked about, pointed at. Their elderly aunts almost seemed to encourage
the whispers of witchery, with their musty house and their exotic
concoctions and their crowd of black cats. But all Gillian and Sally
wanted was to escape. One will do so by marrying, the other by running
away. But the bonds they share will bring them back—almost as if by
magic... “Splendid...Practical Magic is one of [Hoffman's] best novels,
showing on every page her gift for touching ordinary life as if with a
wand, to reveal how extraordinary life really is.”—Newsweek “[A]
delicious fantasy of witchcraft and love in a world where gardens smell of
lemon verbena and happy endings are possible.”—Cosmopolitan
A Touch of Magic - Gregory Mahan 2014
What's a young mage to do in a land where magic is illegal, and the
penalty is death? At the age of fourteen, Randall Miller is surprised to
learn that he has the talent--for magic! Tricked into apprenticeship by a
powerful Mage, Randall is forced to leave everything he knows behind.
When his mentor is killed by Aiden, head of the secret police, he flees for
his life, stumbling from one misadventure into another. Teaming up with
a trio of greedy traders and a capricious imp along the way, Randall must
learn to master his budding power, or die at the hands of the Rooks!
The Magic Gifts - Russell Punter 2009
When three brothers inherit their father's fortune, greedy Ying and Yong
keep it all for themselves, leaving poor Chin to live a simple life. But
Chin's act of kindness to a mysterious monk leads to a magical reward.
Lost Magic - R. J. Vickers 2016-12-05
A new school. An impossible mission. Tristan and Amber have been
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singled out as the best magicians at the Lair...and now they have to risk
everything to stop Ilana. As they leave the Lair behind, they are
surrounded by enemies. They can't succeed alone-but who can they
trust? The exciting new installment of the Natural Order series plunges
Tristan into the unknown, where he will be tested as never before. But
the stakes are higher than he could ever guess. And Ilana won't be
defeated so easily.
Water Magic - Barbara Paulding 2009-03-01
Paint anywhere, anytime, with no muss, no fuss! Practice over and over
with the Water Magic board. Your art disappears each time to leave a
blank surface ready for your next creation. The artists' guide gives tips
for fun and easy painting, with artwork images- from whales to cats, and
mountains to houses - that can be created quickly in just a few
brushstrokes. Or paint your own designs. 12 wide x 12 high. This young
artist kit includes: Water Magic board on easel, 2 brushes, 24-page
artists guide. Ages 4 and up.
Will Do Magic for Small Change - Andrea Hairston 2022-10-11
“[A] beautifully multifaceted story... Highly recommended.” —The New
York Times Andrea Hairston's historical fantasy Will Do Magic for Small
Change presents a tale of alien science and earthbound magic and the
secrets families keep from each other. Cinnamon Jones dreams of
stepping on stage and acting her heart out like her famous grandparents,
Redwood and Wildfire. But she’s always been theatrically challenged.
That won’t necessarily stop her! But her family life is a tangle of
mysteries and secrets, and nobody is telling her the whole truth. Before
her brother died, he gave Cinnamon The Chronicles of the Great
Wanderer—a tale of a Dahomean warrior woman and an alien from
another dimension who perform at the 1893 Chicago World's Fair. They
are a story of magic or alien science, but the connection to Cinnamon's
past is unmistakable. When an act of violence wounds her family,
Cinnamon and her theatre squad determine to solve the mysteries and
bring her worlds crashing together. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

This Book Is Magic - Ashley Evanson 2017-01-17
Make some magic in this colorful, interactive picture book from the
author/illustrator of the Hello, World board book series! Do you know
that you're a magician? In this interactive book, use your fingers to
perform all kinds of magic tricks. Tap a hat to make a bunny appear,
recite a spell to make books bigger, say "Gone-zo!" to make a ship
disappear, and much more. But beware: the clever magic tricks don't
always turn out the way you'd expect! Reminiscent of Hervé Tullet's
Press Here, kids—and adults!—are sure to want to read this book again
and again as they perfect their magic skills.
The Seventh Magic - Brian Rathbone
Power's height approaches... Ancient threats are unleashed on the
people of Godsland. A flood of comet light proves too much of a good
thing can be deadly. Humanity's endurance and ingenuity will be put to
the ultimate test: survival. This epic fantasy series includes: The Dawning
of Power trilogy: Call of the Herald (*Free ebook), Inherited Danger,
Dragon Ore The Balance of Power trilogy: Regent, Feral, Regal The
Artifacts of Power trilogy: The Fifth Magic, Dragonhold, The Seventh
Magic Dragon Airways Onin Ascension PRAISE FOR THE WORLD OF
GODSLAND EPIC FANTASY SERIES: “I have ripped through the first
three books in this series, and I'm hooked.” - Keith Hughes via
Goodreads “The story line is easy to follow and is exciting also very
consistent through out all of the books.” - Joan Wiffen via Google Play
Books “Loved it! Great scope, wonderful characters, and a ripping good
yarn! More please!” - Gil Cassier via Google Play Books “A great story
with characters that become your friends.” - Gillian Garner via Google
Play Books “I've loved the whole series! There is suspense, action,
adventure and the characters grab you. Social and moral content to
make you think also. Great series.” - Diana Porter via Google Play Books
Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this epic
fantasy series: Dragonlance Chronicles Dragons of Autumn Twilight
Dragons of Spring Dawning Dragons of Winter Night Shattered A Ya
Urban Fantasy Novel Torn A Ya Urban Fantasy Novel Darkest Designs
Dragons of Pern Dragons of Eden Harry Potter A Wrinkle In Time The
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Chronicles of Narnia Dragons Rioting Game of Thrones Rise of the
Dragons A Quest of Heroes Dragonsworn Magic of Recluce The
Mallorean The Belgariad The Elenium Shannara Chronicles Sword of
Shannara Elfstones of Shannara Magic Tree House Dragonriders of Pern
Assassin's Apprentice Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy
this young adult fantasy series: JRR Tolkien David Eddings Terry Brooks
Glen G. Thater Daniel Arenson L.R.W. Lee Robin Hobb Peter V. Brett
C.S. Lewis R.A. Salvatore Joe Abercrombie Morgan Rice Lindsay Buroker
Anne McCaffrey Scott Sigler Christopher Paolini J. K. Rowling Brandon
Sanderson Taran Matharu Sherrilyn Kenyon Michael J. Sullivan Mark
Lawrence Fritz Leiber Conan Patrick Rothfuss Brandon Sanderson Scott
Lynch Marion Zimmer Bradley R. Scott Bakker Robert Jordan Brent
Weeks Stephen Donaldson Keywords related to this epic fantasy series:
Free Paranormal Fantasy Books For Young Adults, Fantasy Omnibus, Top
Rated Teen Fantasy Collection With Dragons And Shapeshifters, Dragon
Books Free Kids, Free Fantasy Books For Young Adults, Top Rated
Books, Dragon Books Free, Young Adult Series , Omnibus Bundle, Young
Adult Box Set, Fantasy Box Set, Young Adults Romance Books Free,
Dragons Omnibus, Young Adults Free Books, Omnibus Best Books For
Kids, Young Adult Omnibus, Epic Fantasy Books Free, Dragon Box Set,
Omnibus Set, Free Young Adults Fantasy Books, Epic Fantasy, Free
Fantasy Romance Books For Young Adults, Fantasy Bundle, Horse Books
For Free, Boxed Set, Ya Fantasy, Omnibus Collection, Epic of Gilgamesh,
Dragon Series, Best Rated Omnibus Young Adult Dragon, Boys, Epic
Free, Ya Fantasy Books, Girls Omnibus, Dragon Romance Free, Dragons
Free Books, Epic Turtle Tales, Free Dragon Books, Top Teens Dragon,
Dragon Omnibus, Fantasy Box Sets, Young Adult Bundle And Teen
Bundle, Dragons Series, Young Adults Books Free, Dragons Box Set,
Free Series Box Sets Fantasy, Young Adults Romance Books
The Girl with the Magic Ponytails - Karen J. Young 2020-10-06
A Little Magic - Nora Roberts 2004-08-03
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents three of
her favorite Irish stories—together in one volume for the first time.

SPELLBOUND A bewitchingly beautiful lady casts a thousand-year love
spell on the man of her dreams—and unleashes a nightmare that only
true love can conquer... EVER AFTER An ancient star pendant sends an
enchanting woman to an otherwordly land—where she introduces a
skeptical stranger to the magical powers of love... IN DREAMS A
beautiful young woman is drawn to a castle in the forests of Ireland and
becomes the link to a stranger’s past—and the curse that has trapped
him forever in the eternity of his own dreams... "Spellbound" previously
appeared in Once Upon a Castle "Ever After" previously appeared in
Once Upon a Star "In Dreams" previously appeared in Once Upon a
Dream
A Young Man Without Magic - Lawrence Watt-Evans 2009-11-10
Lawrence Watt-Evans, author of the acclaimed Legends of Ethshar and
Worlds of Shadows novels invites readers to embark on a rollicking
journey in a brand-new fantasy series. Anrel Murau is a scholar, a young
man with no magical ability even though he is the son of two powerful
sorcerers. Anrel's lack of talent bars him from the ruling classes, but he
is content to be a simple clerk. Upon returning to his childhood home
after years of study in the capital, Anrel finds his friends and family held
under the thumb of the corrupt local lord. When this lord murders a dear
friend, Anrel finds that although he's not a sorcerer, he is not without
other means to demand justice. If he can survive life on the run, that is.
Carrying only his sword, a few coins, and his wit, Anrel must leave
behind everything he has ever known, trust himself to unexpected allies,
and outmaneuver leagues of enemies who will stop at nothing to keep his
dangerous ideas from ever being heard. Magic and intrigue collide in a
swashbuckling tale of daring escapes, beautiful witches, and one quiet
young man's rise to hero—or traitor. Nothing will ever be simple for
Anrel again, as his personal quest may provide more peril for those he
holds dear. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Rules of Magic - Alice Hoffman 2017-10-10
An instant New York Times bestseller and Reese Witherspoon Book Club
pick from beloved author Alice Hoffman—the spellbinding prequel to
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Practical Magic. Find your magic. For the Owens family, love is a curse
that began in 1620, when Maria Owens was charged with witchery for
loving the wrong man. Hundreds of years later, in New York City at the
cusp of the sixties, when the whole world is about to change, Susanna
Owens knows that her three children are dangerously unique. Difficult
Franny, with skin as pale as milk and blood red hair, shy and beautiful
Jet, who can read other people’s thoughts, and charismatic Vincent, who
began looking for trouble on the day he could walk. From the start
Susanna sets down rules for her children: No walking in the moonlight,
no red shoes, no wearing black, no cats, no crows, no candles, no books
about magic. And most importantly, never, ever, fall in love. But when
her children visit their Aunt Isabelle, in the small Massachusetts town
where the Owens family has been blamed for everything that has ever
gone wrong, they uncover family secrets and begin to understand the
truth of who they are. Yet, the children cannot escape love even if they
try, just as they cannot escape the pains of the human heart. The two
beautiful sisters will grow up to be the memorable aunts in Practical
Magic, while Vincent, their beloved brother, will leave an unexpected
legacy. Alice Hoffman delivers “fairy-tale promise with real-life struggle”
(The New York Times Book Review) in a story how the only remedy for
being human is to be true to yourself. Thrilling and exquisite, real and
fantastical, The Rules of Magic is “irresistible…the kind of book you race
through, then pause at the last forty pages, savoring your final moments
with the characters” (USA TODAY, 4/4 stars).
The Best Kind of Magic - Crystal Cestari 2017-05-04
Amber Sand is not a witch. The Sand family magical gene somehow
leapfrogged over her. But she did get one highly specific bewitching
talent: she can see true love. As a matchmaker, Amber's pretty far down
the sorcery food chain (even birthday party magicians rank higher), but
after five seconds of eye contact, she can envision anyone's soul mate.
Amber works at her mother's magic shop -- Windy City Magic -- in
downtown Chicago, and she's confident she's seen every kind of happy
ending there is: except for one--her own. (The Fates are tricky jerks that
way.) So when Charlie Blitzman, the mayor's son and most-desired boy in

school, comes to her for help finding his father's missing girlfriend, she's
distressed to find herself falling for him. Because while she can't see her
own match, she can see his -- and it's not Amber. How can she, an honest
peddler of true love, pursue a boy she knows full well isn't her match?
The Best Kind of Magic is set in urban Chicago and will appeal to readers
who long for magic in the real world. With a sharp-witted and sassy
heroine, a quirky cast of mystical beings, and a heady dose of adventure,
this novel will have you laughing out loud and questioning your belief in
happy endings.
My First Magic Book - Paul Megram 2014-07-01
Presents instructions for performing fifty magic tricks involving cards,
puzzles, coins, and other household objects.
The Magic Box - Rob Young 2021-08-03
A LOUDER THAN WAR BOOK OF THE YEAR A riveting journey into the
psyche of Britain through its golden age of television and film; a crossgenre feast of moving pictures, from classics to occult hidden gems, The
Magic Box is the nation's visual self-portrait in technicolour detail. 'The
definition of gripping. Truly, a trove of wyrd treasures.' BENJAMIN
MYERS 'A lovingly researched history of British TV [that] recalls the
brilliant, the bizarre and the unworldly.' GUARDIAN 'A reclamation, not
just of a visual 'golden age', but of Britain as a darkly magical place.'
THE SPECTATOR 'A feat of argument, description and affection.'
FINANCIAL TIMES 'Young unearths the ghosts of TV past - and Britain's
dark psyche.' HERALD 'Highly entertaining . . . [A] fabulous treasure
trove.' SCOTSMAN 'Young is a phenomonal scholar.' OBSERVER
'Impassioned.' THE CRITIC Growing up in the 1970s, Rob Young's main
storyteller was the wooden box with the glass window in the corner of
the family living room, otherwise known as the TV set. Before the age of
DVDs and Blu-ray discs, YouTube and commercial streaming services,
watching television was a vastly different experience. You switched on,
you sat back and you watched. There was no pause or fast-forward
button. The cross-genre feast of moving pictures produced in Britain
between the late 1950s and late 1980s - from Quatermass and Tom Jones
to The Wicker Man and Brideshead Revisited, from A Canterbury Tale
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and The Go-Between to Bagpuss and Children of the Stones, and from
John Betjeman's travelogues to ghost stories at Christmas - contributed
to a national conversation and collective memory. British-made sci-fi, folk
horror, period drama and televisual grand tours played out tensions
between the past and the present, dramatised the fractures and
injustices in society and acted as a portal for magical and ghostly visions.
In The Magic Box, Rob Young takes us on a fascinating journey into this
influential golden age of screen and discovers what it reveals about the
nature and character of Britain, its uncategorisable people and buried
histories - and how its presence can still be felt on screen in the twentyfirst century. '[A] forensic dissection . . . this tightly packed treatise takes
pains to illustrate how what we view affects how we view ourselves.'
TOTAL FILM
Little Box of Magic Tricks - Janet Sacks 2003
This compact and sturdy little box contains equipment and props for
budding junior magicians. Includes a card deck, a scarf and disappearing
egg set, a trick rope, and a set of eight miniature 24-page instruction
books for performing a number of tricks. Pkg. Consumable.
Big Magic for Little Hands - Joshua Jay 2014-10-21
Kids love magic. They love to see it, and they love to do it. Enter Joshua
Jay, who started doing magic when he was 7 and was named champion at
the World Magic Seminar (the Olympics of magic) by the time he was 16.
His Big Magic for Little Hands is packed with 25 astonishing illusions for
kids ages 7 and up. In other words, it’s sleight of hand for the small of
hand. These are tricks that require little prep time and dexterity yet are
guaranteed to deliver a big payoff. The large format, oversized ext, and
black-and-white vintage-style illustrations make Big Magic particularly
easy to follow and kid-friendly. Here’s how to levitate your sibling several
feet off a bed. Escape Houdini-like from tightly bound ropes. There are
also impromptu effects that can be performed anytime, anywhere, like
Spook-Key, in which an antique key mysteriously rotates in your hand.
Each easy-to-perform feat is clearly illustrated with step-by-step
drawings and accompanied by insider tips. Joshua Jay is a master who
guides his apprentices through every aspect of the magician’s art, from

the first step—taking the Magician’s Oath—to how to minimize
nervousness (Rule #1: Rehearse. A lot).
The Book of Magic - Alice Hoffman 2021-10-12
Master storyteller Alice Hoffman brings us the conclusion of the Practical
Magic series in a spellbinding and enchanting final Owens novel
brimming with lyric beauty and vivid characters. The Owens family has
been cursed in matters of love for over three-hundred years but all of
that is about to change. The novel begins in a library, the best place for a
story to be conjured, when beloved aunt Jet Owens hears the deathwatch
beetle and knows she has only seven days to live. Jet is not the only one
in danger—the curse is already at work. A frantic attempt to save a
young man’s life spurs three generations of the Owens women, and one
long-lost brother, to use their unusual gifts to break the curse as they
travel from Paris to London to the English countryside where their
ancestor Maria Owens first practiced the Unnamed Art. The younger
generation discovers secrets that have been hidden from them in matters
of both magic and love by Sally, their fiercely protective mother. As Kylie
Owens uncovers the truth about who she is and what her own dark
powers are, her aunt Franny comes to understand that she is ready to
sacrifice everything for her family, and Sally Owens realizes that she is
willing to give up everything for love. The Book of Magic is a
breathtaking conclusion that celebrates mothers and daughters, sisters
and brothers, and anyone who has ever been in love.
Your Vote Is Magic! - Lyn Dillies 2012-08-01
America's premier female Illusionist, Lyn Dillies, adds another
DIMENSION to her sparkling career: YOUR VOTE IS MAGIC!, the book
based on the groundbreaking illusion she conjured up to deliver a
powerful message to get out the vote. At a rally in New Bedford,
Massachusetts before the 2008 Presidential election, Lyn produced a live
elephant and a live donkey, (the two party mascots) "out of thin air!" The
illusion impressively delivered the non-partisan message that YOUR
VOTE IS MAGIC! and prompted a large voter registration. In the book
that TELLS ALL (Almost) . . . Lyn REVEALS just how important your vote
really is! On a personal basis, Lyn describes HOW and WHY she created
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the illusion, overcoming seemingly daunting obstacles. Challenges are
nothing new to Lyn. She is well known for imaginative, unique programs
and illlusions. The book, YOUR VOTE IS MAGIC! emphasizes Lyn's
personal philosophy: With enough determination, anything is possible.
YOUR VOTE IS MAGIC! contains many visuals that enrich the story,
including photos of the animal "stars" and the preparations for the
illusion. There are provocative quotes about voting from famous folk;
whimsical political cartoons; and an absorbing review of the successful
woman's suffrage movement. As the title implies, it's truly a MAGICAL
COMBINATION of illusion and reality and delivers a colorful, persuasive
message to first-time voters. This book will be happily passed along to
NEW GENERATIONS of voters as they begin their journey to responsible
citizenship.
The Magic Football Book - The National Hospital for Neurology and
Neurosurgery Martin Smith 2016-03-24
Hall Park Magpies are rubbish. They are bottom of the league, cannot
score goals and have not managed to win this season. But they have a
new player: football boy wonder Charlie Fry. Bullied out of Hall Park
Rovers by evil Chell Di Santos, the budding football superstar - who has a
magic gift so he never misses - now faces his biggest challenge yet. With
Charlie in their team and a mysterious book that keeps predicting
unlikely victories, the future is suddenly looking a lot brighter for
Magpies. Can Charlie save his new team? Will the book's magic last long
enough to escape relegation? Or will his enemies finally finish Charlie's
career for good? ** The Magic Football Book is the third part of The
Charlie Fry Series, the follow-up to the best-selling Football Boy Wonder
and Demon Football Manager.
Spells for Forgetting - Adrienne Young 2022-09-27
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Lush with secrets, magic, and a past that
won’t stay where it belongs, this novel is (quite fittingly)
spellbinding.”—JODI PICOULT, author of Wish You Were Here A deeply
atmospheric story about ancestral magic, an unsolved murder, and a
second chance at true love Emery Blackwood’s life changed forever the
night her best friend was found dead and the love of her life, August Salt,

was accused of murdering her. Years later, she is doing what her teenage
self swore she never would: living a quiet existence on the misty, remote
shores of Saoirse Island and running the family’s business, Blackwood’s
Tea Shoppe Herbal Tonics & Tea Leaf Readings. But when the island,
rooted in folklore and magic, begins to show signs of strange
happenings, Emery knows that something is coming. The morning she
wakes to find that every single tree on Saoirse has turned color in a
single night, August returns for the first time in fourteen years and
unearths the past that the town has tried desperately to forget. August
knows he is not welcome on Saiorse, not after the night everything
changed. As a fire raged on at the Salt family orchard, Lily Morgan was
found dead in the dark woods, shaking the bedrock of their tight-knit
community and branding August a murderer. When he returns to bury
his mother’s ashes, he must confront the people who turned their backs
on him and face the one wound from his past that has never
healed—Emery. But the town has more than one reason to want August
gone, and the emergence of deep betrayals and hidden promises
spanning generations threaten to reveal the truth behind Lily’s
mysterious death once and for all.
The Little Gray Book of Magic - Liath Sahjaza 2017-12-16
This book describes my version of walking a Gray path of Witchcraft. The
key is to build your spirit before all else.
Half Magic - Edward Eager 1999
Faced with a dull summer in the city, Jane, Mark, Katharine, and Martha
suddenly find themselves involved in a series of extraordinary adventures
after Jane discovers an ordinary-looking coin that seems to grant wishes.
Bayou Magic - Jewell Parker Rhodes 2015-05-12
A magical coming-of-age story from Coretta Scott King honor author
Jewell Parker Rhodes, rich with Southern folklore, friendship, family,
fireflies and mermaids, plus an environmental twist. It's city-girl Maddy's
first summer in the bayou, and she just falls in love with her new
surroundings - the glimmering fireflies, the glorious landscape, and
something else, deep within the water, that only she can see. Could it be
a mermaid? As her grandmother shares wisdom about sayings and signs,
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Maddy realizes she may be the only sibling to carry on her family's
magical legacy. And when a disastrous oil leak threatens the bayou, she
knows she may also be the only one who can help. Does she have what it
takes to be a hero? Jewell Parker Rhodes weaves a rich tale celebrating
the magic within.
A Little Night Magic - Lucy March 2012-01-31
In New York Times bestselling author Lucy March's new novel, Olivia
Kiskey needs a change. She's been working at the same Nodaway Falls,
New York, waffle house since she was a teenager; not a lot of upward
mobility there. She's been in love with Tobias, the cook, for the last four
years; he's never made a move. Every Saturday night, she gathers with
her three best friends—Peach, Millie, and Stacy—and drinks the same
margaritas while listening to the same old stories. Intent on shaking
things up, she puts her house on the market, buys a one-way ticket to
Europe, and announces her plans to her friends . . . but then she meets
Davina Granville, a strange and mystical Southern woman who shows
Olivia that there is more to her life than she ever dreamed. As Liv's latent
magical powers come to the surface, she discovers that having an
interesting life is maybe not all it's cracked up to be. The dark side of
someone else's magic is taking over good people in town, and changing
them into vessels of malevolence. Unwilling to cede her home to
darkness, she battles the demons of her familial past and her magical
present, with those she loves at her side . . . and in the cross fire. Can the
most important things in life—friendship, love, magic, and waffles—get
her through the worst that the universe can throw at her?
Small Town, Big Magic - Hazel Beck 2022-08-23
There’s no such thing as witches…right? Emerson Wilde has built the life
of her dreams. Youngest Chamber of Commerce president in St. Cyprian
history, successful indie bookstore owner, and lucky enough to have her
best friends as found family? Done. But when Emerson is attacked by
creatures that shouldn’t be real, and kills them with what can only be
called magic, Emerson finds that the past decade of her life has been…a
lie. St. Cyprian isn't your average Midwestern river town—it’s a haven
for witches. When Emerson failed a power test years ago, she was

stripped of her magical memories. Turns out, Emerson’s friends are all
witches. And so is she. That's not all, though: evil is lurking in the
charming streets of St. Cyprian. Emerson will need to learn to control
what’s inside of her, remember her magic, and deal with old,
complicated feelings for her childhood friend--cranky-yet-gorgeous local
farmer Jacob North—to defeat an enemy that hides in the rivers and
shadows of everything she loves. Even before she had magic, Emerson
would have done anything for St. Cyprian, but now she’ll have to risk not
just her livelihood…but her life.
The Magic Misfits: The Minor Third - Neil Patrick Harris 2019-09-10
The third magical book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Magic
Misfits series from acclaimed and wildly popular celebrity Neil Patrick
Harris! Theo Stein-Meyer loves being part of the Magic Misfits. Armed
with his trusty violin bow, he completes the team with his levitation
skills, unflappable calm, and proper manners. But when a girl named
Emily begins to spend time with the group, Theo is surprisingly drawn to
her. She seems to understand the pull he feels between music and magic,
between family and friends. Then a famous ventriloquist arrives in town,
and the Misfits are sure he (and his creepy dummy) are up to no good.
With their mentor, Mr. Vernon, suddenly called away and tension
simmering among the friends, can they come together to stop another
member of the villainous Emerald Ring? It's time for Theo to make a
choice about where--and with whom--he belongs. Join the Magic Misfits
as they discover adventure, friendship, and more than a few hidden
secrets in this unique and surprising series. Whether you're a long-time
expert at illusion or simply a new fan of stage magic, hold on to your top
hat!
It’s All a Kind of Magic - Rick Dodgson 2013-11-12
"The first biography of Kesey, [revealing] a youthful life of brilliance and
eccentricity that encompassed wrestling, writing, farming, magic and
ventriloquism, CIA-funded experiments with hallucinatory drugs, and a
notable cast of characters that would come to include Wallace Stegner,
Larry McMurtry, Tom Wolfe, Neal Cassady, Timothy Leary, the Grateful
Dead, and Hunter S. Thompson"--Dust jacket flap.
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Wellspring of Magic - Jan Fields 2015-04-01
What happens when six creative girls accidentally open a Secret Door to
a Magical Realm? It doesn't take long for adventure -- and danger -- to
find them! Upon arriving in the Realm, eleven-year-old Shaylee and her
friends learn they are the long-awaited princesses of the Six Kingdoms,
and each girl has a unique magical power tied to her creative talents. But
the kingdoms are in ruin thanks to an evil force that has drained nearly
all of the power from the Wellspring of Magic. As if that wasn't bad
enough, the door between the real world and the Realm is stuck! It can't
be opened again -- and the girls can't go home -- until the magic is
restored to the Wellspring. Shaylee and her friends must work together
using their creative abilities, such as dancing, painting, and beading, to
channel powers they never knew they had and fight the dark forces
threatening to destroy the Realm. Their adventure will bring them faceto-face with gigantic grizzly bears claiming to be their protectors, greenskinned fairy folks, a scaly river dragon, vampire spiders, and killer
plants -- things none of the girls expected to face during their summer

break. Can they master their new powers in time to turn back the dark
forces that want to trap them in the Realm forever? The Creative Girls
Enchanted Adventures series is an irresistible mix of crafts, magic,
humor, and adventure that will have girls hooked on reading!
The Little Book of Joy - Joanne Ruelos Diaz 2021-11-16
Discover 365 ways to share joy every day with this little book packed
with fun facts, mindful activities, trivia, birthdays, and international days
relating to each day of the year Discover a different way to find
happiness every day of the year with this pocket-size book that
celebrates the little things that bring great joy. Be inspired by famous
people on their birthdays; learn how to spot and find flowers throughout
each season; create your own gratitude jar; learn how to make pastries;
make a gift for someone you love; discover the pleasure of letter writing;
and find joy in a rainy day. Packed with art activities, famous birthdays,
inventions, international holidays, facts, and trivia about the world
around us, each page offers a mindful prompt to encourage gratitude for
things we have, every day.
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